
Drop Down Table
To

GEN3/3.1/3R Tent



Tools & Items Required:

TOOLS

10mm Ring Spanner
Drill Bit Ø5mm (Gen3/3.1 only)
#4 Allen Key/Socket
#10 Allen Key/Socket
Pop-rivet gun (Gen3/3.1 only)

COMPONENTS SUPPLIED

4 X ASL 4.8x 21 large flange rivets

1 X R-TA-TBL-A00 (GEN3R TABLE ASSY)

4 X M5x12 COUTERSINK BOLT

4 X M5 FLAT WASHER

4 X M5 NUTCAPS

4 X M5 NYLOCS



STEP 1

To adjust the distance of the mounting brackets of the Drop Down Table, first measure the
distance between the two outer fasteners on the Shoe bag.



Step 2

To adjust the mounting brackets, loosen the nut and bolt combinations at the bottom of the
assembly at the slots. Adjust the brackets to the length measured in ‘Step 1’, then fasten the nut
and bolt combinations.



Step 3

Remove the 4 outer fasteners on the Shoe bag.



Step 4
Align the mounting holes on the brackets with the mounting holes of the fasteners that were
removed. Mount the Drop Down Table by re-fastening the bolts that were removed.



NB: If you have a Gen3 or 3.1 tent you will have rivets instead of riv-nuts. So we have supplied 4
off 4.8x21mm large flange rivets so you can drill the corner rivets out and pop the brackets into
place. If you have bolts and the thread is spoilt, then you can use the rivets to replace the bolts as
well.

Step 5

To fit the adjustment straps, pull the strap that is attached to the mounting bracket, through the
Cam-buckle that is attached to the tabletop. This strap and cam-buckle combination will control
the angle of the tabletop when open.



Closing the table

To fix the table in the closed position, flip the table top up and fix it in position by turning the
lockstay over the tabletop.







The finished fitment should resemble the images below:


